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Job Spec  (from MoT): 

“The purpose of this modelling work is to produce long-term 
projections of regional air passenger counts in NZ, which include 
domestic air passengers travelling from one region to other regions, 
and counts of international air passenger departures from each region 
to (a) Australia and (b) the Rest of World. The time horizon will be five-
year intervals from 2018 to 2043.” 

 



Models developed for the Transport Outlook 



Procedure: 

1. Assemble quarterly database on passenger numbers and 
other variables, from Q3 2009 through Q2 2015 

2. Estimate an econometric model explaining variations over 
time and across regions in passenger flows as a function of 
variations in exogenous variables 

3. Use future projections of exogenous variables, and the 
parameters of the econometric model to forecast flows five-
yearly, from 2018 through 2043 



Notes on database 

There are 26 cities or towns in New Zealand  (excl. Chatham 
Isles, Oamaru, Mt Cook) which had scheduled passenger air 
service through all or some of the data period  

This means there are 325  (=26x25/2) non-directional city-pair 
routes, each of which can be considered a separate economic 
travel market 

Most of these routes do not have direct service 

Many of the indirect routings have very few customers 



Notes on database, continued 

The Sabre data supplied by MoT  are  “directional”: 

that is,  for two cities i and j, they give quarterly information 
on (i) number of passengers (PAX); (ii) average fares paid 
(FARE), and (iii) direct distance (DIST), for: 

(a) Passengers embarking at airport i  (the “origin” airport), 
and finally disembarking at airport j (the “destination”) 

(b)  Passengers travelling in the other direction, with origin 
and destination reversed 

Distance is the same, of course, but PAX and FARE can and do 
differ directionally, though not by a lot… 



Notes on the database, continued 

Thus, these data do not tell us the true “origin” of each 
traveller’s trip 

--they tell us where the traveller embarked on a plane, and 
where they finally disembarked from this or another 
connecting flight, but they don’t tell us where they slept the 
night before (home? hotel?) or the night after the flight 



Other data 

The Sabre data supplied by MoT were supplemented with 

-- data on population of airport towns/cities and their 
hinterland 

-- data on average per capita incomes at the regional 
authority level 

--data on number of daily non-stop departures on a route with 
direct service 

-- other “dummy” variables possibly relevant to the travel 
decision 





Econometric Model is Gravity Equation 

PAXijt  =  f(Aij , POPit ,POPjt,              

Yi ,  Yj , DISTij , VISITORS, 

DUMMIESi,j,ij , FAREij 

NNONSTOPij  ) 



Gravity model 

The gravity model has become the standard for explaining 
inter-regional “transactions”: 

--eg, goods trade, services trade, communications, financial 
transactions…. and air travel 

It has become standard because it works so well, empirically 

The only generally problematic variable is distance, which 
works “too well” in trade models and often doesn’t work at all, 
or has the “wrong” sign in air travel models 

(See the Literature Review)  



Gravity models of air transport flows 

Note that compared with trade gravity models, we have two 
important additional factors covered: 

-- we have an excellent proxy for cost of trip (airfare) 

-- we have a powerful supply-side quality indicator (existence 
and frequency of nonstop service 

But in both cases, and especially in a forecasting setting, we 
need to control for endogeneity of fares and frequency with 
respect to the exogenous forecast variables (distance, 
population) 







Discussion of results 

DATE => 1.6%/year decline in PAX, ceteris paribus 

POP => mildly decreasing returns  

GDPPOP =>  travel a normal good, but not quite a luxury 

DISTANCE => turning point around 300kms --  plausible 

VISITORS =>  we can see where they end up! 

SWITCHBACK  =>  lengthy detours deter half the travellers 

FERRY => modest deterrent to road travel 

AIRFARE => price elasticity = -1.87  -- quite large? 

NNONSTOP => exogenous non-stop service  PAX UP 30% 



Modelling international outbound PAX 

This is relatively simple, because  

-- all work including estimation is at the regional level 

-- there are only two destinations  (OZ & RoW) 

-- distance not an issue  (because invariant) 

-- nonstop service not a big issue, at least for Australia  
(because NZ is an island) 

But the econometric models are not very successful! 



 Problems with modelling international 
departures 

Outbound resident travel we would expect to be affected by the usual demand shifters 

of price and income, but our data do not enable us to identify these effects: we are 

unable to estimate sensible or stable coefficients on airfares or on regional per capita 

incomes. This seems likely to be due to a number of factors: 

 The airfares are averaged from fares to many different destinations  (especially, 

of course, fares to the rest of the world), the mix of which will differ across NZ 

regions 

 There may be noise in the data from mixing of fares paid by domestic residents 

and foreigners 

 Income effects will be blurred by the regional-resident travellers finding their 

way to a gateway airport by other than scheduled domestic service, and so 

getting mixed in with residents of the gateway airports 

 The fact that we have here a cross section of just 15 regions  (compared with 

the around 250 O/D pairs in the domestic passenger travel database) is a likely 

cause of instability and lack of significance for estimated coefficients. 

We also find that neither seasonal nor trend effects are discernible in the 2009-15 data. 

Nor did exchange rates have any explanatory power. The only other successful 

explanatory variable is – not surprisingly – regional population. 



Models of outbound quarterly passengers 



Forecasting domestic pax flows, 2018-43 

The forecasts are required to be at the Regional Authority 
Level 

Aggregating Nelson-Tasman, there are 15 of these 

Of the fifteen, 8 have only one airport with scheduled service, 
but the other 7 currently have two airports 

This means that the number of city-pair routes linking two 
regions will be either 1,2 or 4. 



Forecasting procedure 

1. For each of the 1-4 routes between two regions, use observed 
values of exogenous variables to predict PAX in the year Q3 
2014-Q2 2015. 

2. Add up the route predictions to the regional level 

3. Compare with the actual interregional PAX in that period, and 
compute the multiplicative adjustment needed to make the up-
to four route predictions match the true number. 

4. Replace the intercept term in each route model with that 
regions adjustment factor for future forecasts 



Forecasting procedure, continued 

(for every fifth year from 2018 through 2043): 

5. Take Statistics NZ’s regional population forecast 

6. Take Treasury’s forecast national increase in GDP/POP and 
apply equally to the regions 

7. Apply  MBIE growth rates to overseas visitor numbers 

8. Make any adjustments deemed appropriate to the dummy 
variable and the number of nonstop flights 

9. Assume no change in airfares in real terms (can change 
this) 

10. GENERATE THE FORECASTS!  (done automatically) 

 

 



From worksheet “Exogenous forecasts” 



Also have to choose rural/urban population 
weight 



Results brought together on “Pax Forecasts” 



Evaluation:   

Forecasting is conceptually quite simple, but complex in execution: 

• About 935,000 data cells 

• About 43,000 cells with formulas 

 

And, of course, it may be conceptually simple, but who knows how the 
world will change from the (quite strong) regularities observed in the 
2009-15 data? 



Six decades of revolutions in commercial aviation 
 

1960s: introduction of passenger jets 

1970s: “jumbo” (wide-body) jets 

1980s: deregulation in US  

1990s: rise of Low-cost carriers (LCCs) 

2000s: Internet marketing & booking 

2010s: Gulf-based airlines/long-haul code-sharing alliances 

2020s-40s: who knows? Supply side? Demand side? 

“Economists make forecasts, not because they know, but because they 
are asked.”  (John Kenneth Galbraith) 



Question: what is the most profitable airline 
in the world? 

 



Question: what is the most profitable airline 
in the world? 


